[1] We present a joint study of substorm growth phase flow enhancements observed by Super Dual Auroral Radar Network HF radars and auroral optical intensifications observed by Canadian Auroral Network for the OPEN Program Unified Study meridian-scanning photometers (MSPs). During the event time, 0426-0500 UT on 26 December 1998, a flow enhancement structure was observed by HF radar from just equatorward of the polar cap boundary, whose location is estimated from the MSP observation of the poleward edge of 630 nm emissions, down to 68.5°± 0.4°m agnetic latitude, which is the boundary between the boundary plasma sheet and the central plasma sheet (CPS) inferred from the analysis of radar Doppler spectral widths. We suggest that the flow enhancements were associated with the tail reconnection process in response to the solar wind activation. The auroral optical intensifications were located inside the CPS. A zonal flow shear region characteristic of the Harang discontinuity was also inferred from the radar observation and was found to be closely associated with the auroral intensification structure. The flow enhancement and auroral intensifications were well correlated and occurred almost simultaneously. We found that existing models associating the tail reconnection process and near-geosynchronous onset of substorms do not explain this temporal relationship very well, and thus we propose a new model.
Introduction
[2] In the late 1970s, high-speed (several hundred kilometers per second) plasma flows were found in the plasma sheet boundary layer (PSBL) [e.g., Lui et al., 1983] . Later, Baumjohann et al. [1990] and Angelopoulos et al. [1992 Angelopoulos et al. [ , 1994 showed that the fast flows also are frequently observed in the plasma sheet. The enhanced plasma sheet flows are generally bursty and localized and can occur during various stages of substorm development. In the near-Earth region the flows are predominantly earthward. These flows have roughly a 10-min timescale and are called bursty bulk flow (BBF) events. Imbedded in the BBFs are flow bursts, which have velocity peaks of $1-min duration. These earthward moving flow bursts are frequently observed by satellites in the plasma sheet and are generally associated with magnetotail reconnection processes, including the distant tail reconnection and the near-Earth tail reconnection.
[3] The term ''flow bursts'' is also used to describe ionospheric flow enhancements, but the definition is somewhat arbitrary, varying with observation equipment and the researchers. For example, it was used to describe the fast flows (700 -1000 m/s) lasting 5 -10 min observed by the European Incoherent Scatter radar [Lewis et al., 1992] , and it was also used to describe nightside flows of duration 10-20 min and velocities >750 m/s that were observed by Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) HF radars just prior to the substorm onset [Watanabe et al., 1998 ]. These nightside ''ionospheric flow bursts'' are often attributed to distant tail reconnection [de la Beaujardière et al., 1994; Watanabe et al., 1998 ]. The timescale of the ionospheric flow bursts is comparable to the BBFs but quite different from the 1-min timescale of the flow bursts in the tail. To avoid confusion, we will use the term ''nightside radar flow enhancements'' (NRFE) to describe the ionospheric flow enhancements observed by the SuperDARN radars.
[4] During the substorm growth phase, localized auroral brightening is sometimes observed. It is not as intense as the substorm expansion phase (EP) onset aurora and can occur at various latitudes south of the separatrix, whereas the substorm onset auroras usually initiate at the equatorward edge of the auroral oval. Several types of auroral activations have been associated with the fast flow events observed in the tail, mainly on the basis of measurements by the Geotail satellite [Nakamura et al., 2001a] . Auroral poleward boundary intensifications, which begin just equatorward of the open/closed field line boundary (OCFLB), were found to be associated with flow bursts in the plasma sheet and the PSBL [Lyons et al., 1999; Zesta et al., 2000] and with enhanced equatorward flows in the ionosphere observed by incoherent radar [de la Beaujardière et al., 1994] . Auroral streamers (N-S aurora) expand equatorward after the initial activation of high-latitude aurora, and their relationship with the plasma sheet flow bursts was studied by Nakamura et al. [2001b] . In addition, local brightenings and expansions of auroras take place inside the main auroral oval [Fairfield et al., 1999; Nakamura et al., 2001a] . In a study on joint observations of flow bursts at Geotail and ionospheric auroral intensifications, Nakamura et al. [2001a] found that most of the intensifications preceded the flow bursts by a few minutes, which raises questions about the cause-effect relationship between them.
[5] The relationship between the fast flows and auroral activity is very important for the understanding of the substorm process. While much research has been done using in situ satellite flow observations, joint studies of convection measurements and optical observations in the ionosphere are not common. In this paper we present an event study of the magnetic disturbances and optical features of a pseudosubstorm observed by the Canadian Auroral Network for the OPEN Program Unified Study (CANOPUS) ground-based magnetometer and meridianscanning photometer (MSP) arrays and the associated ionospheric flow enhancements observed by the SuperDARN HF radar at Saskatoon. The ionospheric radar flow enhancements appeared to be located in the boundary plasma sheet (BPS) region, while the auroral intensifications occurred at lower magnetic latitudes inside the central plasma sheet (CPS) region and map to the near-geosynchronous orbit plasma sheet (NGOPS) . Between the regions of flow enhancement and auroral intensification, sheared zonal flows with the characteristic of the Harang discontinuity were found. The flow enhancements and auroral intensifications were well correlated and occurred nearly simultaneously. The relationship between the tail reconnection process and the onset of the pseudosubstorm at NGOPS is discussed.
Instruments
[6] The SuperDARN radars measure the coherent backscattered power and Doppler spectra associated with decameter-scale field-aligned irregularities in the ionospheric E and F regions. A SuperDARN radar employs a single beam which is steered to 16 angular positions, with successive positions separated by 3.25°. The wedge-shaped field of view (FOV) is thus $52°wide for each radar. The sequence of 16 beams is covered in a 2-min scan in ''common mode'' operation, with the radar remaining at each beam position for $7 s. Each beam is divided into 75 range gates that are 45 km in length. The distance to the first range is 180 km, so that the measurements are made over the range interval from 180 to 3550 km from the radar. The key parameters observed by the radar include the backscattered power, mean Doppler velocity, and spectral width in each range cell. At some radar stations with auxiliary antenna arrays the elevation angle information can also be obtained from the phase difference between the main and auxiliary (interferometer) antennas. At F region heights the Doppler velocity of the irregularities yields a measure of the line-of-sight component of the electric field drift of ionospheric plasma
, where E is the electric field and B is the geomagnetic field. By combining the measurements from one or more pairs of radars with overlapping FOVs a large-scale map of the two-dimensional convection velocity in a plane perpendicular to B can be obtained every 2 min. For a detailed description of the SuperDARN experiment, see Greenwald et al. [1995] .
[7] Auroral emission data are taken from MSPs at Rankin Inlet (RANK) and Gillam (GILL). The instruments are eight-channel filter wheel photometers. Among those channels are several characteristic emission lines. Red line emission (630.0 nm) results from the precipitation of <1 keV soft electrons and is assumed to originate in the F region ionosphere at $230 km altitude; green line emission (557.7 nm) reflects the precipitation of >1 keV hard electrons and is assumed to come from the E region at $110 km height. The H b (486.1 nm) emission is caused by the proton precipitation and also is assumed to originate from $110 km height. Each instrument scans the meridian at two revolutions per minute with a sampling rate of 510 times per scan per channel. The sampled data are averaged over 0.5°latitude intervals (for the emission height at 110 km) into 17 latitude bins centered on the station. Bin 0 is the most poleward, and bin 16 is the most equatorward.
[8] To complement the study, the data from the CANOPUS magnetometer array are also used. The geographic and magnetic coordinates of the magnetometer stations are listed in Table 1 . The Saskatoon HF radar geometry and the beam directions, the positions of the GILL and RANK MSP scanning bins for red line and green line emissions in the ionosphere, and the locations of magnetometers are shown in Figure 1 . The altitude-adjusted corrected geomagnetic coordinate system [Baker and Wing, 1989 ] is used here to define the magnetic latitude (MLAT) and magnetic longitude (MLON). Satellite data from Wind, Geotail, and GOES 8 are also employed. In particular, the Solar Wind Experiment (SWE) and Magnetic Fields Investigation on Wind are used to obtain upstream solar wind parameters, while the lowenergy particle (LEP) and magnetic field (MGF) experiments on Geotail are used to acquire the flows and magnetic field components in the near-midnight magnetotail. The magnetometer on GOES 8 yields the magnetic field observations at the geosynchronous orbit.
Event on 26 December 1998
[9] From an investigation of the data from the SaskatoonKapuskasing SuperDARN radar pair we have tabulated a data set of NRFEs. The criteria to identify the NRFE are as follows: (1) The merged convection velocity must be >600 m/s, or if the data are available from only one radar so that no merged velocity is available, the line-of-sight velocity (VLOS) of the nearly magnetic northward pointing beams of the radar must be >500 m/s toward the radar.
(2) The fast flows must be located between 2000 and 0400 magnetic local time (MLT). (3) The modified backscattered power (see equation (3) in section 4.2) must be >20 dB. (4) The latitudinal coverage of a well-defined flow enhancement structure must be at least two range bins, and the enhancement must repeat in at least two successive scans (4 min). The NRFEs were found to occur dominantly during the substorm growth phase. They can be located either partly on open field lines or purely on closed field lines, covering a broad range of latitude. In this paper we will study an NRFE event on 26 December 1998.
[10] The solar wind data from 0200 to 0600 UT on 26 December 1998 are plotted in Figure 2 . Before 0300 UT, interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) B z was positive for more than 2 hours, with a sudden drop from 10 to 0 nT at 0210 UT and another drop from 8 nT at 0220 UT to 2 nT at 0235 UT. We infer that the magnetosphere condition was relatively quiet before 0300 UT. The IMF shifted southward at $0300 UT at Wind. After that the IMF was relatively stable, and B z remained negative for more than 3 hours. During the time of interest, there was a strong positive B y component. Figure 2e gives the solar wind electric field which was defined as [Nakamura et al., 1999] 
where q = arctan (B y /B z ) is the IMF clock angle. We notice three intervals of enhanced solar wind electric field, i.e., 0300 -0325 UT (SWE1), 0340 -0415 UT (SWE2), and 0430 -0440 UT (SWE3). Interval SWE2 lasted $35 min and showed the strongest electric field, up to 3.8 mV/m. The solar wind was also observed on the ACE satellite (not plotted) located at 224 R E upstream and $36 R E off the SunEarth line in GSM Y direction. The solar wind observations on Wind agree quite well with those on ACE but with a lag of $50 min. Such a transition delay indicates that the plasma front normal in the solar wind slightly tilted from the Sun-Earth line; otherwise, a delay of $39 min would be expected from the X distance between the two satellites and the observed solar wind velocity. According to the additional delay ($11 min) and the Y distance of Wind and ACE satellites the orientation of the plasma front in the solar wind can be determined. The propagation time from Wind to the Earth's bow shock ($12 R E ) can thus be calculated to be $2.5 min. The slowing of the solar wind through the magnetosheath adds $3.5 min if a bow shock thickness of $2 R E is assumed. The total propagation delay of solar wind is thus estimated to be $6 min from Wind to the subsolar magnetopause.
[11] The CANOPUS magnetometer data during 0330-0630 UT are presented in Figure 3 . The 630.0 nm, 557.7 nm, and 486.1 nm emission data from the CANOPUS MSP at GILL during 0330 -0600 UT are given in Figure 4 . We found that the substorm developed with multiple expansion onsets. The first onset started at 0524 UT. The magnetic disturbances were most intense at the FSMI and FSIM stations, west of the ''Manitoba line.'' Negative magnetic deviations were also seen at GILL and ISLL, but the associated auroral features were weak at the GILL MSP until the second onset at 0541 UT, when the red line, green line, and H b emissions were all significantly brightened and expanded abruptly poleward. Besides those major substorm onsets a 630 nm auroral intensification structure around 65°MLAT was observed by GILL MSP during 0426 -0500 UT. A negative deviation of magnetic field X component, which started at 0426 UT and reached a peak negative value of approximately À200 nT at 0457 UT, was also observed at GILL. Unlike the major onsets the magnetic effect seems highly localized at GILL during this period.
[12] We shall focus on the auroral and magnetic activities from 0426 to 0500 UT in this paper. First, we note that it is difficult to classify the activation. There were features similar to a substorm, such as auroral intensifications and negative magnetic bay, but these were somewhat weak and localized. On the other hand, the equatorward boundary of the H b (486.1 nm) emission intensification can be used to identify the ion isotropy boundary (b2i) of the auroral oval, and its poleward/equatorward motion can be used to infer the inclination of the magnetic fields in the inner magnetosphere [Donovan et al., 2003] . During the period of interest, 0426 -0500 UT, the b2i boundary migrated equatorward to $63°MLAT, and very little hint of dipolarization effect was observed, indicating that the current disruption/dipolarization did not occur at the b2i boundary. After 0449 UT we see some small poleward expansions of optical auroras, especially the green line emissions. However, these expansions are smaller in magnitude than those for a typical substorm EP (see the differences between optical emissions during the period after 0449 UT and the period after 0541 UT in Figure 4 ). The above signatures are similar to those of a ''pseudobreakup'' during the substorm growth phase [Koskinen et al., 1993; Nakamura et al., 1994; Aikio et al., 1999] . However, this event showed a timescale similar to a classical substorm EP but longer than a typical pseudobreakup (<10 min). The 0426 -0500 UT activation is not likely to be a ''convection bay'' because the convection bays are characterized by magnetic activities from midlatitude to inside the polar cap but with auroral activation near the poleward boundary or even without any auroral breakup signature [Sergeev et al., 1998b [Sergeev et al., , 2001 ]. In our event we found auroral intensifications at $65°MLAT and a very localized negative magnetic bay at GILL. From the Z component at GILL and ISLL magnetograms we infer that the westward electrojet (WEJ) was located slightly south of GILL. All those observations strongly indicate that the auroral and magnetic activations in this event were initiated in the near-Earth region as in typical substorms, so the triggering mechanisms might be quite similar. In this paper we will refer to the event as a ''pseudosubstorm,'' which may contain several short-lived ''pseudobreakups.'' This nomenclature is in agreement with that of Ohtani et al. [1993] . We support the view of Nakamura et al. [1994] and Rostoker [1998] that pseudobreakups and substorm onsets are associated with almost the same magnetospheric processes but differ in the magnitude of disturbance, the spatial and temporal scales, and the global consequences. For our pseudosubstorm event we suggest that the initial substormlike activations, such as cross-tail current disruption and substorm current wedge (SCW) formation, took place in the NGOPS but did not lead to significant tailward expansion to the midtail or to earthward progression to the innermost edge of the tail current sheet (b2i). However, the reason for such a high localization of the activity remains an open question.
[13] Another question relates to the initial position and the extent of the SCW of this pseudosubstorm. The SCW is usually initiated in a restricted time sector and subsequently expands both westward and eastward [Belehaki et al., 1998 ]. The propagation speed and the maximum extension can be quite asymmetric for the westward and eastward expansions. The Rabbit Lake (RABB) station west of the ''Manitoba line'' is approximately at the same latitude as GILL, but the RABB data exhibited an X component bay of only approximately À90 nT during the whole pseudosubstorm interval, indicating that the western edge of the WEJ did not reach RABB. There is a relative scarcity of magnetometer stations east of the ''Manitoba line'' at the NGOPS latitude. In Figure 3 (top) we give the data from Poste-de-la-Baleine (PBQ) station, which is similar in MLAT to GILL but 27°east in MLON. At the PBQ station a negative X component bay of about À220 nT started at $0443 UT, lagging the beginning of negative bay observed at GILL by 17 min. An $1.6°/min eastward expansion of the SCW can be deduced in accordance with the 1°-2°/min eastward SCW expansion speed estimated by Kokubun and McPherron [1981] and Belehaki et al. [1998] . We also use the geosynchronous orbit observations of GOES 8 to estimate the eastern limit of SCW. Figure 5 gives the GOES 8 magnetic field measurements from 0300 to 0630 UT. GOES 8 was located at À75°geographical. longitude, which is very close to and just east of PBQ station. The GOES 8 magnetic fields have been converted to the VDH coordinate system, in which H is antiparallel to the dipole axis, V is radially outward and is parallel to the magnetic equator, and D completes the right-hand orthogonal system and is positive eastward. The magnetic elevation angle q B is defined as
It is clear that magnetic field line stretching began at $0314 UT, as shown by the decrease of q B , indicating the start of the substorm growth phase. The magnetic dipolarization effect began at $0524 UT, which was the first substorm EP onset time shown by the CANOPUS magnetometer data. During the time of interest, namely, 0426-0500 UT, no dipolarization effect was observed at GOES 8, again indicating that the pseudosubstorm was a localized activation. However, it is interesting that during the interval 0431 -0502 UT, there was a strong decrease of B V (shown in the plot as an increase of ÀB V ), while the B H component remained virtually constant. Such a B V decrease is very likely due to strong downward field-aligned currents (FACs) located west of the GOES 8 position. This downward FAC would mark the eastern edge of the SCW associated with the pseudosubstorm. We can conclude that after 0431 UT, GOES 8 detected the effect of approaching downward FACs caused by an eastward expansion of the SCW. By 0443 UT the WEJ associated with the SCW had expanded eastward enough to be detected by the magnetometer at the PBQ station. On the other hand, the eastern edge of SCW did not pass the satellite during the pseudosubstorm interval; if it had, a bipolar feature on the B V component and a magnetic dipolarization effect due to the reduction of cross-tail current would have been detected from GOES 8 observations. The final eastern limit of the SCW for the pseudosubstorm was longitudinally somewhere between PBQ station and the footprint of GOES 8.
[14] The most interesting feature of this pseudosubstorm event is that during almost the same time interval a NRFE event was observed by the Saskatoon SuperDARN HF radar. Figure 6 shows the range-time plot of the VLOS of Saskatoon beam 4 during 0300-0600 UT. Positive VLOS denotes the toward-radar component, while negative VLOS denotes the away-from-radar component. The direction of beam 4 is within 15°of magnetic north up to 80°MLAT. On beam 4, magnetic midnight occurs at $0726 UT at 70°MLAT and at 0707 UT at 80°MLAT. The radar observations from 0300 to 0600 UT were confined to the premidnight sector. The black line in the plot represents the OCFLB estimated from the 630 nm emission MSP observations at RANK. It was found that 110 R intensity may be used as a threshold to identify the poleward boundary of 630 nm emission, given an estimated OCFLB with an RMS error of $1°on the basis of the comparison with the DMSP observations [Blanchard et al., 1997] . Such a 630-nm poleward boundary was identifiable after 0405 UT ($2035 MLT) in our event.
Before that local time the separatrix identification using precipitating particles and the resulting optical emissions usually does not work well, because close to the dawnside and the duskside the so-called soft zone precipitation at high latitudes exhibits spectral characteristics intermediate between mantle and cleft (closed boundary layer) signatures [Lyons et al., 1996] .
[15] It is easy to notice in Figure 6 that a very well defined NRFE structure (VLOS >500 m/s) existed during the pseudosubstorm interval (0426 -0500 UT). The NRFE structure first appeared just south of the OCFLB and evolved slowly equatorward. In the vicinity of the OCFLB the VLOS direction is dominantly toward the radar, indicating flows across the polar cap boundary. This is in accordance with de la Beaujardière et al. [1994] , who showed that high-speed equatorward flows in the ionosphere are usually seen first near the OCFLB, where they correspond to a localized increase in plasma flow across the separatrix and thus to a localized increase in nightside reconnection. There were also some other identifiable fast flow structures. For example, the first hint of flows with VLOS >500 m/s appeared at $0336 UT and $75°MLAT, but this flow structure was at $1940 MLT and mapped to the duskside magnetosphere flank where the dynamic behavior is significantly different from that of the midtail and distant tail regions that are the major focus of our NRFE study. There is also one ''patchy'' structure during 0358-0414 UT at 75°-78°MLAT, which is better seen on beam 5 (not plotted) (or later in Figure 10 ), and another well-defined structure during 0510 -0524 UT at 74°-80°MLAT. Those two NRFEs occurred on open field lines and were not associated with auroral activations. Unfortunately, after the substorm onset ($0524 UT in this event) the ionospheric F region echoes were almost absent, probably because of strong absorption in E and D regions or unfavorable propagation conditions resulting from the enhanced E region electron densities. This lack of radar echoes prevented us from investigating the association between the optical auroral brightenings and the ionospheric convection signatures during the substorm EP.
[16] Figure 7 gives four scan maps of the Saskatoon radar during the pseudosubstorm interval. The region of flow enhancement between 68.5°and 72°MLAT was longitudinally localized between beams 3 and 8 during the event and peaked mainly between beams 4 and 7. Interesting information arises from the negative VLOS structure observed on the eastside beams. Figure 8 shows the range-time VLOS plot on beam 15, the easternmost Saskatoon radar beam. The angle between its direction and magnetic north is $55°a t the longitude of GILL. Thus beam 15 measures more of the zonal flow component than the magnetic meridional component. Eastward flow produces a negative VLOS (away from radar), while westward flow produces a positive VLOS (toward radar). In Figure 8 we notice that there is a well-defined negative VLOS structure during 0428 -0456 UT, roughly corresponding to the NRFE interval. The negative VLOS structure occupies the latitudinal range of 66°-70°MLAT and reaches a peak negative magnitude of approximately À1000 m/s. The negative VLOS structure on beam 15 is also close to GILL in longitude, as seen from the geometry shown in Figure 1 .
[17] To help in understanding this negative VLOS structure, in Figure 9 we give a 10-min-averaged electric potential pattern during 0440 -0450 UT (midinterval of the event) when the largest negative VLOS was found on beam 15. Figure 9 is based on the potential map procedure of Ruohoniemi and Baker [1998] for IMF parameters B z À/B y + and 6 < jBj < 12, which are the prevailing IMF conditions during the event time (see Figure 2) . The solid lines indicate the negative potential contours, on which the convection streamlines are clockwise. The dashed lines indicate the positive potential contours, on which the convection streamlines are counterclockwise. The shaded bar shows the rough latitudinal extent of the auroral intensification structure observed by the GILL MSP. During this event interval, there were few Kapuskasing radar data, so the fitted convection pattern was almost solely determined from the Saskatoon data and thus was influenced strongly by the statistical convection model. Because the statistical model tends to smear out the localized flow structure, the fitted convection is not appropriate for studying the details of the flow enhancements in our event. However, the fitted convection pattern in Figure 9 showed an interesting feature. The equatorward flows between 36°-42°MLON, where the peak flow enhancement was located as shown in Figure 7d , turned strongly eastward at $68.5°MLAT and reversed to westward at $66°MLAT. A zonal flow shear region with eastward flows on the poleward side and westward flow on the equatorward side was easily identified. Such a zonal flow shear region in the midnight-premidnight sector was usually used as a synonym of the Harang discontinuity (HD). The HD geometry has a downward vorticity, which implies an upward FAC [Sofko et al., 1995] and, in turn, is closely associated with the optical auroral intensification [Koskinen and Pulkkinen, 1995; Bristow et al., 2001 ]. Although we did not have sufficient observations to reveal the azimuthal extension of the auroral intensification structure, the convection pattern is consistent with the suggestion by Yeoman et al. [2000] and Bristow et al. [2001] that the ionospheric plasma tends to flow around the auroral intensification region as if the brightened auroras act as an obstacle to the flows. If the transition from negative to positive VLOS observed on beam 15 is the result of zonally sheared flow, we note that Figure 8 hints that such conditions existed at 0332 UT and migrated equatorward till 0424 UT. The implication is that the HD was a consistent feature of the substorm growth phase but was strongly intensified and expanded during the pseudosubstorm interval.
[18] Figure 10 illustrates the flow enhancement region on the basis of the observations on beams 4 and 5, the negative VLOS structure observed on beam 15, and the auroral intensification region. The red lines are the contours of the 630-nm emission. We combined the MSP data from RANK and GILL by simply using the GILL data below 70°MLAT and RANK data above 70°MLAT. This minimized the errors arising from low-elevation MSP measurements. The black pluses indicate where the VLOS average of beams 4 and 5 is >500 m/s. As mentioned above, the flow enhancement was mainly detected on radar beams 4 -7. Beams 4 and 5, within 10°of magnetic north at 70°M
LAT and within 14°of magnetic north at 75°MLAT, respectively, showed the best overall observational data quality during the event. The average VLOS on beams 4 and 5 should represent the equatorward component of the flows yo good accuracy. Care was taken to exclude E region echoes by using the Saskatoon radar elevation angle observations obtained from the interferometer mode. The flow enhancement and the 630-nm auroral intensification (>1 kR) became visible as early as $0422 UT and were well defined both temporally and spatially between 0426 and 0500 UT, as shown between two vertical dotted lines. The poleward border of the flow structure closely matched the 110-R contour, which is assumed to be a proxy for the OCFLB, from 0426 to 0440 UT. An equatorward progression of the flow structure down to $68.9°MLAT can be recognized. After 0440 UT the structure propagated away from the OCFLB and down to 68.1°MLAT. On the other hand, the 630 nm optical intensification region was located at 64.5°-66.5°MLAT, $4°-5°south of the flow structure. This latitude region should map to the NGOPS. The blue crosses denote the regions of negative VLOS observed on beam 15 during 0426-0500 UT. Although the upper latitudinal limit of the negative VLOS region reaches $70°MLAT, the majority of this structure is between the flow enhancement region and the auroral intensification region.
[19] Considering the convection pattern shown in Figure 9 , the equatorward border of the negative VLOS structure may be used to indicate the zonal flow reversal (east to west) boundary. We see that such a boundary first moved equatorward to $65°MLAT from 0426 to 0446 UT and then poleward to $66.5°MLAT at 0456 UT. These trends exactly match those of the poleward border of the auroral intensification region during the same interval. This coincidence provides strong evidence of the association between the zonal flow shear region (HD) and the auroral intensifications, which is consistent with the previous finding that the substorm-associated auroral brightening arc is close to but often slightly equatorward of the HD [Koskinen and Pulkkinen, 1995] .
Discussion
[20] We have investigated in detail a specific event interval 0426 -0500 UT with concurrent flow enhancements and auroral intensifications. In this section we discuss both the solar wind origin and magnetospheric mechanisms, which produce NRFEs on closed field lines, and also the spatial and temporal relationships between the NRFEs and the auroral intensifications.
Solar Wind Activation and Magnetospheric Dynamics Associated With the NRFE
[21] The nightside flow enhancement is usually attributed to the tail reconnection process, which, in turn, is related to the upstream solar wind activation. The time lags between the solar wind activation at the dayside magnetopause and the nightside flow enhancement were estimated to be $1 hour [Lewis et al., 1992; Watanabe et al., 1998 ]. After the dayside magnetopause reconnection commences, solar wind plasma enters the magnetosphere and fills the tail lobes. Increased plasma fluxes are carried by the newly opened Earth's magnetic field lines, which drape over the polar caps and convect tailward and, at the same time, inward toward the neutral sheet. Nightside reconnection may occur either at the distant tail neutral line (DTNL) between oppositely directed lobe field lines from the two hemispheres or at a near-Earth neutral line (NENL) on highly stretched outer plasma sheet (OPS) field lines. Both reconnection processes can lead to flow enhancements on closed field lines. In terms of an energy balance the enhanced solar wind activation leads to the loading of energy into the tail, and then the NRFE is the embodiment of the energy transfer from open to closed field lines and subsequent earthward energy transport into the inner magnetosphere.
[22] As seen from Figure 2 , three intervals of solar wind electric field enhancement (SWE1, SWE2, and SWE3) were observed on Wind. The last and weakest (SWE3) occurred after 0430 UT and therefore could not have initiated the NRFE under investigation. Both SWE1 and SWE2 are possible candidates for initiating our event. Subtracting the $6-min propagation delay from Wind to subsolar magnetopause, the lags between these two solar wind activations at dayside magnetopause and the NRFE event would be 80 and 40 min, respectively.
[23] We will use the Geotail observations, which are given in Figure 11 , to decide whether SWE1 or SWE2 led to the NRFE. To identify the magnetospheric region in which Geotail was located, we define the tail lobes as the region where ion-b < 0.1 [Nagai et al., 1998 ], the plasma sheet as the regions where ion-b > 0.5, and the PSBL as the Figure 11 . Geotail observation of the (a -c) magnetic field, (d -f) flow velocity, (g) dawn-dusk component of convective electric field, and (h) ion-b value during 0330-0600 UT on 26 December 1998. In Figure 11a the solid and shaded lines denote B x and total magnetic field strength B total , respectively. In Figures 11d-11f the solid and shaded lines represent the GSM X, Y, and Z components of the flow velocity and the convective component of flow velocity which is perpendicular to the local magnetic field, respectively. The GSM coordinate and the MLT of its footprint, which is calculated from the Tsyganenko-96 model [Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996] on the basis of the averaged solar wind parameters observed on Wind, are labeled at the bottom of Figure 11 . The estimated regions where Geotail was located are plotted at the top of Figure 11 . region where 0.1 < ion-b < 0.5. These definitions are similar to those of Angelopoulos et al. [1994] , the difference being that our PSBL classification may, in fact, include some parts of the OPS. In Figure 11g we show the dawn-dusk component of the convective electric field defined by E = ÀV Â B. We found two large electric field perturbations occurring at 0349 -0400 and 0426 -0442 UT. It is tempting to associate these two perturbations with the first two major solar wind electric field enhancements, SWE1 and SWE2, with time lags of 49 and 46 min, respectively. Nakamura et al. [1999] found that the midtail plasma sheet electric field responds to the enhanced solar wind electric field with a time delay of 45 -80 min. When Geotail is in the OPS/PSBL or the tail lobe, a shorter time delay is expected. The SWE3 might be associated with the small electric field perturbation on Geotail at 0500 -0505 UT. The last small electric field perturbation seen on Geotail right after the first major EP onset ($0524 UT) was likely to be the induced electric field associated with the dipolarization of the magnetic field in the plasma sheet during the substorm EP.
[24] It should be noticed that there was a substantial MLT difference (2.5 -3 hours) between the NRFE region seen by the Saskatoon radar and the Geotail position during the event interval. Exact correspondence between the Geotail and SuperDARN observations is not generally expected. However, we notice that the second and strongest dawn-dusk convective electric field enhancement observed on Geotail, which was likely triggered by SWE2, began at almost the same time (0426 UT) as the NRFE observed by SuperDARN. On the other hand, when Geotail was undergoing a sharp transition from plasma sheet to tail lobe, traversing the PSBL at 0427 UT, it observed a very fast and almost purely field-aligned flow. This is a well-known characteristic of the PSBL and is usually related to DTNL activations [Nakamura et al., 1999] . In our previous analysis we stated that the NRFE originated just south of the OCFLB and thus is likely associated with a DTNL activation. The DTNL activations shown by Geotail observation and those implied by the NRFE were not necessarily the same thing because the reconnection process in the equatorial tail is usually highly localized. Nevertheless, because of their nearly simultaneous occurrence, it is reasonable to attribute the two DTNL activations to the same solar wind enhancement, namely, SWE2. However, after 0440 UT the NRFE structure gradually departed from the OCFLB and moved equatorward down to 68.1°MLAT. The rate of this equatorward progression was $0.15°/min, which is less than half of the flow velocity, so that such a progression cannot simply be due to the earthward migration of enhanced flows generated by the previous DTNL activity. One possible scenario is that during the persistent solar wind enhancement (SWE2) the initial nightside reconnection occurred at a DTNL. As the outer/distant plasma sheet field lines became increasingly stretched, additional reconnection events might have occurred between those closed field lines. Each new activation would have been located closer to the Earth than the previous existing one, as described by the ''nearer-Earth neutral line'' scenario [Kennel, 1995] . In this scenario the OCFLB location would have remained nearly steady, but the flow enhancement structure would have gradually moved equatorward.
Spatial Separation Between the NRFE and the Auroral Intensification
[25] As shown in Figure 10 , the NRFE and auroral intensification are clearly latitudinally separated. An understanding of the equatorward cutoff of the NRFE structure can be inferred from the variation of Saskatoon radar Doppler spectral width versus latitude in Figure 12 . The observed spectral widths are averaged over those radar range gates, which remained at the same latitude during the event interval. The modified power, which is related to the observed power P obs by
where R is the range (in km), is also averaged over the event interval and plotted. This compensates for the usual cubic range decay of the backscattered power (the range cells are assumed to be filled with scatters in the azimuthal direction).
[26] It is clear from Figure 12 that the spectral width increases considerably at 68.1°MLAT and reaches 200 m/s at $68.9°. The Doppler spectral width observed by coherent radar is a measure of ionospheric plasma turbulence caused by the spatially structured energetic precipitation or by electric field variations within the radar range beam cells during the integration period [André et al., 2000] . The radar spectral width has long been used to identify the dayside cusp region [Baker et al., 1995; Milan and Lester, 2001] . On the nightside a sharp gradient between the low (<200 m/s) and high (>200 m/s) spectral widths is also frequently observed but has been given different interpretations. It was thought to be the BPS/CPS boundary by Lewis et al. [1997] and Dudeney et al. [1998] , while it was attributed to the OCFLB by Lester et al. [2001] . The latter was criticized by Woodfield et al. [2002] , who found that the regions of high spectral width are observed both on closed and open field lines. Newell et al. [1996] have shown that a major difference between the BPS and CPS is that the former is characterized by much more structured electron precipitations than the latter. André et al. [2002] made statistical studies of winter HF radar spectra characteristics and found that the broad spectra can be associated with regions of intense and structured low-energy electron precipitation in the night sector, which would imply a BPS source. Thus in support of the view of Lewis et al. [1997] and Dudeney et al. [1998] we suggest that the sharp increase of spectral width occurring at 68.5°± 0.4°MLAT, as shown in Figure 12 , indicated a CPS to BPS transition. Together with the steep rise of spectral width, there is also a considerable increase of power. The backscattered power is much stronger in the BPS than in the CPS region, a result that is similar to the observation that high spectral width in the dayside cusp is also accompanied by relatively high backscattered power . It is likely that when there is structured electron precipitation in the ionosphere, conditions are more favorable for the generation of ionospheric irregularities in the F region [Kelley et al., 1982] , with the result that there is stronger backscattered HF radar power.
[27] The equatorward border (68.1°-68.9°) of the NRFE structure shown in Figure 10 now may have some important physical implications. The ionospheric CPS maps to the inner plasma sheet (IPS) (typically <12 R E in a substorm growth phase), while the BPS maps to the OPS and the PSBL. Although high-speed earthward flows are common in the midtail, they are much less frequently observed in the near-Earth tail inside 10 R E [Nagai et al., 1998 ]. On the other hand, ionospheric convection studies show that when the equatorward flows approach the CPS, they tend to be diverted eastward by the intensified auroral structures there [Yeoman et al., 2000] . Such an equatorward to eastward turning is seen clearly in Figure 9 at $68.5°MLAT, so it can be argued that the observed equatorward border of flow enhancements is roughly consistent with the BPS/CPS boundary. The NRFE structure was located in the BPS, while the auroral intensification was inside the CPS. Between those two structures, there is a transition region where the fast equatorward flows were diverted eastward in conjunction with the enhanced conductivity in this region of brightened auroras. The flows reversed to westward at $66°MLAT, forming a zonal flow shear region with the characteristic of the HD. The auroral intensification structure is just slightly south of the HD, as inferred from Figure 10 .
[28] This analysis also explains the longitudinal difference between the NRFE and the auroral intensifications. Although the azimuthal distribution of the auroral intensifications was not known, the strongest magnetic disturbances were not found at RABB, which is closest in longitude to the observed NRFE (see Figure 1 ), but at GILL, some 10°-15°to the east. On the basis of the convection geometry, as in Figure 9 , the HD is expected to form east of the equatorward flows from higher latitudes. Therefore the most intense upward FACs and auroral intensifications are also likely to be located east of the NRFE structure.
Temporal Correlation Between the NRFE and Auroral Intensification
[29] To study the correlation between the flow enhancement and the auroral intensification, we selected the maximum optical emission intensity and the maximum VLOS on beams 4 and 5 at each observation time during the event. ''Singular'' values that are more than 2.5 times higher than values from the neighboring range cells or optical bins are discarded. The maximum values of the emission intensity and VLOS should correspond to observable features of the auroral intensification and the flow enhancement, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 13 . The maximum intensity of the 630.0-and 557.7-nm emissions is plotted. During the time interval of the study the red line and green line emissions show fairly good correlation (0.72). The cross-correlation analysis between the red line emission (1-min resolution) and the VLOS (2-min resolution) gives a correlation coefficient of 0.77, with the flow enhancement lagging the auroral intensification by 0 -2 min.
[30] As an event study we cannot preclude the possibility that the simultaneous occurrence, but separate spatial regions, of the NRFE and optical intensification as observed in our event are just accidental or that there are only weak tentative links between them. For example, Watanabe et al. [1998] suggested that the enhancement of the distant tail reconnection is indirectly coupled with the substorm onset as a result of the rapid nonlinear stretching of the magnetic field. The Geotail observations in Figure 11 show that accompanying the start of each dawn-dusk electric field perturbation, there was a sharp increase of B x . Also, Geotail underwent a transition from plasma sheet to tail lobe, Figure 12 . Variation of spectral width with latitude. The dots joined by a solid line denote the average values during the event interval (0426 -0500 UT), and the vertical lines indicate the standard deviation. The dots joined by a dashed line denote the modified backscattered power (defined by equation (3)) averaged over the event time. indicating a rapid taillike change of the magnetic field lines, a result which is not inconsistent with Watanabe et al.'s suggestion. However, the fairly good temporal correlation between the NRFE and the auroral intensification, as shown in Figure 13 , still leads us to postulate that there is a more direct physical relationship between them. There are two principal candidate models associating tail reconnection, and thus fast flows in the midtail, with the near-geosynchronous onset of substorms [Ohtani et al., 2002] . We comment upon their applicability in our pseudosubstorm event as follows.
[31] 1. When the fast earthward flows generated by tail reconnection reach the IPS, they are decelerated and diverted. This flow braking can induce an eastward inertia current [Shiokawa et al., 1997 [Shiokawa et al., , 1998 ] or change the pressure distribution and magnetic configuration [Birn et al., 1999] in the near-Earth region, subsequently leading to cross-tail current disruption and SCW formation. However, this mechanism does not seem to be plausible in our case. The earthward flow is slowed down mainly between 10 and 18 R E [Birn et al., 1999] . Let us assume the flow velocity is 500 km/s at X = À18 R E and is uniformly decelerated to 0 at X = À10 R E . The required time for the flow braking is 3.4 min. Birn et al. [1999] numerically simulated the process and found that the maximum effect of cross-tail current reduction occurs $4 min after the rapid increase in flow speed induced by a NENL reconnection at X = À23 R E . In our event we suggest that the initiation of the fast flows might be at a much greater distance down the tail. During the first 14 min of the NRFE interval they were likely to have a DTNL origin. If the fast flows started at X = À60 R E and then traveled at an average speed of 600 km/s, they would require 7.4 min to reach X = À18 R E , so the total time delay would be $11 min, with the flow enhancements seen first, contrary to our observations.
[32] 2. Consider next that the pseudobreakup occurred first at NGOPS as the result of the onset of a nearby instability and the disruption of cross-tail current. The initial current disruption would cause a rarefaction wave propagating tailward and causing further thinning of the plasma sheet, leading to the reconnection activation which generates the high-speed earthward flows [Lui, 1996; Erickson et al., 2000] . However, in our observations it should be noted that the electric field enhancement associated with the flow bursts in the tail maps down to the ionosphere to drive the NRFE with a delay corresponding to the propagation time of Alfvén waves along the field lines. The Alfvénic travel time from the equatorial midtail to the ionosphere typically ranges between 3 and 8 min, depending upon the field line topology and the Alfvén velocity. If we add the time required for the rarefaction wave to propagate tailward and then cause the reconnection process ($1 min for NENL at X = À20 R E [see Liou et al., 2002] but presumably several times longer for the possible DTNL activities in our event), the total time lag significantly exceeds the <2-min delay in our observations.
[33] Since both of these existing models lead to significant timing problems with respect to our observations, we suggest a new mechanism. When magnetotail reconnection occurs, it is expected that there will be subsequent earthward flow, and that is seen as the NRFE signature in the ionosphere with an Alfvénic travel time delay, which is relatively long because of the length of the OPS field lines. On the other hand, the particle outflow from the X line compresses the plasma on its earthward side and launches a fast mode wave, which subsequently propagates sunward into the IPS [Yumoto et al., 1989; Kepko and Kivelson, 1999; Kepko et al., 2001] . This fast mode wave in the IPS can then assist in the activation of substorm-related processes. For example, Kepko et al. [2001] suggested that when the fast compressional wave penetrates the IPS, it perturbs the field lines and produces Pi2 bursts on the ground. Also, Sergeev et al. [1998a] proposed that fast mode waves in the IPS could lead to dawn-dusk electric field (E y ) pulses and correlated impulsive particle injections deep inside the inner magnetosphere. Those E y pulses within the IPS may drive inward convection, which may significantly increase the growth rate of NGOPS instabilities such as the drift-Alfvén-ballooning (DAB) mode [Pu et al., 1999] . As simulated by Pu et al. [1999] , the growth time for the DAB instability can be as small as $10 s when there is an earthward convection of $80 km/s inside the IPS. The NGOPS instabilities, in turn, cause cross-tail current disruption and lead to SCW formation, finally resulting in the auroral breakup in the ionosphere. The fast mode wave propagation time from the reconnection site into the IPS, plus the time required for the wave to induce NGOPS instabilities and lead to auroral activations, is comparable to the Alfvén travel time delay between the tail reconnection and the resulting NRFEs in the ionosphere. We have used typical magnetospheric parameters to estimate the two time delays and find that a difference of under 2 min between them is quite possible according to the above model, no matter how far downstream the tail reconnection occurs. The model can also be used to interpret the observation of Nakamura et al. [2001a] that auroral activations related to small poleward expansions/pseudobreakups usually slightly precede the flow bursts seen by Geotail in the tail. Our model shows that this is expected because for those events the assumed reconnection site was located a long distance antisunward of Geotail. Since the fast mode wave travels much faster than the flow itself, it is quite possible that the onset of the near-geosynchronous instability can occur a few minutes before the fast flows reach the location of Geotail.
Conclusions
[34] For a pseudosubstorm on 26 December 1998 we present a joint study of a nightside radar flow enhancement (NRFE) event and a simultaneous, but spatially separate, optical intensification. During the first 14 min of the interval the NRFE occurred just south of the OCFLB determined from the poleward edge of 630-nm emissions. This can be explained by a DTNL activation arising in response to a solar wind electric field enhancement seen at Geotail. Afterward the NRFE structure gradually departed from the OCFLB and was likely driven by reconnections between highly stretched OPS field lines. The equatorward cutoff of the NRFE structure (68.5°± 0.4°MLAT) was estimated to be the BPS/CPS boundary on the basis of Doppler spectral width transition observed by the radar during the event time. The ionospheric optical auroral intensifications were located at 64.5°-66.5°MLAT, inside the CPS. Both the radar beam 15 observations and the fitted convection pattern show that the equatorward flows were diverted eastward and subsequently reversed to westward. The result was a zonally sheared flow region with the characteristic of the Harang discontinuity, which was closely associated with the auroral intensifications. A detailed temporal correlation study between the NRFEs and the auroral intensifications showed that they were well correlated and that the flow enhancements were nearly simultaneous with, or slightly lagged (<2 min), the auroral intensifications. This temporal relationship cannot easily be explained by the existing models that associate the tail reconnection process and the near-geosynchronous onset of substorms. A new model is proposed as follows: A fast mode wave was generated from the tail reconnection site and propagated earthward. When the wave penetrated into the IPS, it would assist in the activation of NGOPS instabilities and the onset of the pseudosubstorm. The electric fields associated with the reconnection were conveyed from equatorial tail to the ionosphere, with a delay of Alfvénic travel time along the rather long OPS field lines. Eventually, the auroral intensifications and NRFEs would appear in the ionosphere almost simultaneously.
[35] In this paper we have focused on a pseudosubstorm period. The applicability of our model to the major substorm case requires further investigation. Nevertheless, this study provides new insights into the links between reconnection, high-speed flows in the midtail, and the neargeosynchronous onset of substorms and pseudosubstorms. 
